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JAIN  108  DISCOVERY:  
NEW FORMULA  for  “e” = 2.718281828459045…
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JAIN’S ORIGINAL FORMULA 
ON THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION 

(Originally written year 2000 and published in 2003, 
Appearing as one of the first pages in my second book on the Divine Proportion, known as: “The Book 
Of Phi, Volume 2”, sub-titled: “In The Next Dimension”. 
I re-submit this most amazing formula, in July 2019, to show that it is completely original to Jain 108 of 
Australia and has not, to my knowledge, appeared prior to the year 2000 in any published form. This 
formula is very elegant and highly sophisticated in its essential simplicity. 
“e” the mathematical constant or famous irrational number approximately equals to 2.718… (“Irrational” 
meaning “e” cannot be expressed as the quotient of two integers). It is very similar to Phi in the sense 
that both numerical vibrations concern the growth and decay of living systems eg: “e” is used in formula 
to predict the growth of bacteria in a dish or a human population. It is also used in formulae for 
investments in compound interest, in “half-lives” aka nuclear decay, in carbon dating and also helping 
coroners determine the precise time of death. 

And let each incremental step or test been given a numerical value as “n” thus specifying that for n=9 
the Jain-Exponential Formula gives an answer of 2.7… which is correct to 1 DP or Decimal Place. 

So far, up to this date, I have confirmed the above decimalized number  
e = 2.7182818 to 7 decimal places for n=2,802 

I am calling for computer-skilled mathematicians who can plug “n” to higher values than my electronic 
calculator value for “n=2,802” limit, to higher values like n=10,000 and beyond and check that the 
decimals for “e” are correct. 
This is a very exciting discovery and I look forward to further contact with skilled mathematicians. 
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1748:  
Euler published Introductio in Analysin infinitorum giving a full treatment of the ideas surrounding e. He showed that  

e = 1 + 1/1! + 1/2! + 1/3! + ...  
and that e is the limit of (1 + 1/n)n as n tends to infinity. Euler gave an approximation for e to 18 decimal places,  
e = 2.718281828459045235 without saying where this came from.

e  =  1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1   …______ ____ __
1! 6!5!4!3!2!

e  =  1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1   …__________
2 6 24 120 720

The traditional formula for “e” recorded by Euler in 1748  
based on the Reciprocals of consecutive Factorials.



The new Jain formula: eg: (9^9/8^8)-(8^8/7^7) becomes more precise as we choose larger numbers. 
Choose any 3 numbers in consecutive order, ie: natural counting order like 7,8,9 or 2001, 2002, 2003 etc. 

eg: ( 9 to the 9th Power divided by 8 to the 8th Power )  minus 
       ( 8 to the 8th Power divided by 7 to the 7th Power )   

or:    9x9x9x9x9x9x9x9x9   minus   8x8x8x8x8x8x8x8 
        -----------------------               --------------------- 
         8x8x8x8x8x8x8x8                   7x7x7x7x7x7x7 

or written in single-lined calculator language:   (9^9/8^8)-(8^8/7^7) 

approximates or zooms or approaches the limit to  

2.7182818284590452353…  (observe the repetition of 1828):  
 
e = 2.7182818284590452353… 

When expressed as a General Formula: letting “n” be the middle number of the 3 consecutive numbers 
       

meaning that, if n=8, then (n+1)=9 and (n-1)=7 

As a single line, for modern computer screens, it can also be written as: 

e=[(n+1)n+1/nn]−[nn/(n-1)n-1]  or  e=[(n+1)^(n+1)/n^n]−[n^n /(n-1)^(n-1)] 

nn

_________e =
(n+1)n+1 nn

_______
(n-1)n−1
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BRIEF HISTORY of “e”  
1618:  
(nb: this year of 1618 is akin to the Golden Ratio 1:1.618). The number e first comes into mathematics in a very minor way. 
This was in 1618 when, in an appendix to Napier's work on logarithms, a table appeared giving the natural logarithms of 
various numbers. 
1647:  
Saint-Vincent computed the area under a rectangular hyperbola. 
1661:  
Huygens calculates “e” to 17 decimal places: He discovered that the number e is such that the area under the rectangular 
hyperbola from 1 to e is equal to 1. This is the property that makes e the base of natural logarithms. 
1683:  
Jacob Bernoulli, through a study of compound interest, tried to find the limit of (1 + 1/n)n as n tends to infinity. He used the 
binomial theorem to show that the limit had to lie between 2 and 3 so we could consider this to be the first approximation found 
to e. Also if we accept this as a definition of e, it is the first time that a number was defined by a limiting process.  
1684:  
James Gregory understood that the logarithm function is the inverse of the exponential function, as well as making the 
connection between logarithms and exponents known as the Law of Indices. 
1690:  
As far as we know this is the first time the number e appears in its own. In that year Leibniz wrote a letter to Huygens and in 
this he used the notation b for what we now call e. At last the number e had a name. 
1731:  
Leonhard Euler (pronounced “Oiler”) is credited with the first appearance of the notation “e” in a letter Euler wrote to 
Goldbach in 1731. He made various discoveries regarding e in the following years. 
1748:  
Euler published Introductio in Analysin infinitorum giving a full treatment of the ideas surrounding e. He showed that  

e = 1 + 1/1! + 1/2! + 1/3! + ...  
and that e is the limit of (1 + 1/n)n as n tends to infinity. Euler gave an approximation for e to 18 decimal places,  
e = 2.718281828459045235 without saying where this came from. 
(To understand this formula, you need to know what the symbol “!” means. Although it looks like an Exclamation Mark, it means 
a form multiplication, as in “4 Factorial” or “4!” means 1x2x3x4 = 24. Thus, in the above formula, 1/3! = 1/1x2x3 = 1/6). 
1854:  
Shanks, who also had calculated “Pi” to further decimals, obtained the decimal expansion of “e” correct to 205 decimal places, 
meaning the formula shown above: 1 + 1/1! + 1/2! + 1/3! + ... had to be taken to about 120 terms. 
1873:  
Hermite proved that e is not an algebraic number. It is still an open question whether ee is algebraic. 
1887:  
Adams calculated the logarithm of e to the base 10 to 272 places.  
????:  
Sebastian Wedeniwski calculated e to 869,894,101 decimal places.  5



I have complete charts showing the progression to precision.  
eg: 
For n=1,102 
> (1102^1102/1101^1101)-(1101^1101/1100^1100) 
ans = 2.7182819218938645386999717947300425278510969990856264480940543911081821993079476… 

To make these correct decimal places apparent, I have typed them in bold blue for better viewing. 

The following calculations have been done on CCalc (downloaded for pc computers only, for free from the internet) 
which allows answers up to 80 decimal points. 

DATA for JAIN’S EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION FORMULA 
For n=3 
> (3^3/2^2)-(2^2/1^1) 
ans = 2.75 

For n=4 
> (4^4/3^3)-(3^3/2^2) 
ans =  
2.7314814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814814815 
= 2.73[148]repeater 

For n=9 
> (9^9/8^8)-(8^8/7^7) 
ans =  
2.7200630492274261919323804092500330887397500798379683878073154650091130639201596 

For n=18 
> (18^18/17^17)-(17^17/16^16) 
ans = 2.7186742980637755656618351892271620121339025395798007004114524473046914387314251 

For n=2,802 
> (2802^2802/2801^2801)-(2801^2801/2800^2800) 
ans = 2.7182818428953833575066725172747439884801546679317223339815722267975092219676758  6



The FIRST 1,000 DIGITS of e 

2.718281828459045235360287471352662497757247093699959574966967627724076630353 

   547594571382178525166427427466391932003059921817413596629043572900334295260 

   595630738132328627943490763233829880753195251019011573834187930702154089149 

   934884167509244761460668082264800168477411853742345442437107539077744992069 

   551702761838606261331384583000752044933826560297606737113200709328709127443 

   747047230696977209310141692836819025515108657463772111252389784425056953696 

   770785449969967946864454905987931636889230098793127736178215424999229576351 

   482208269895193668033182528869398496465105820939239829488793320362509443117 

   301238197068416140397019837679320683282376464804295311802328782509819455815 

   301756717361332069811250996181881593041690351598888519345807273866738589422 

   879228499892086805825749279610484198444363463244968487560233624827041978623 

   209002160990235304369941849146314093431738143640546253152096183690888707016 

   768396424378140592714563549061303107208510383750510115747704171……………………… 

nb: The number 1828 repeats twice in a row after the 2nd digit in the decimal expansion of e and immediately after 
that the next digits are 459045, which show the angles of an isosceles right-angled triangle. 
There is a sequence of “99,999,999” within the first 500,000 digits of e.
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There is an elegant and famous 
formula by Euler that does involve 
“e” and “pi” and “i” (the square 
root of minus 1): 

ei𝝅 = −1  

or rearranged:  ei𝝅 + 1 = 0 

Though, since Jain revealed that 
the True Value of Pi = 3.144…  
understanding that Pi must be 
based on Phi, then Euler’s Identity 
is actually in slight error. Since it 
does not contain the Phi Symbol 
and Energy, it can not be a 
universal formula.

Euler’s traditional Formula for e  
using Reciprocals and Factorials. 
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A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE: 
COMPOUND INTEREST IN YOUR BANK ACCOUNT STARTING WITH $1 

Jacob Bernoulli discovered this constant in 1683 by studying a question about compound interest: 
An account starts with $1.00 and pays 100 percent interest per year. If the interest is credited once, at 
the end of the year, the value of the account at year-end will be $2.00. What happens if the interest is 
computed and credited more frequently during the year?  

If the interest is credited twice in the year, the interest rate for each 6 months will be 50%, so the initial 
$1 is multiplied by 1.5 twice, yielding $1.00 × 1.52 = $2.25 at the end of the year. 

Compounding quarterly yields $1.00 × (1.25)4 = $2.4414…,  
 
and compounding monthly yields $1.00 × (1 + 1/12)12 = $2.613035… 

If there are n compounding intervals, the interest for each interval will be 100%/n and the value at the 
end of the year will be $1.00×(1 + 1/n)n.  

Bernoulli noticed that this sequence approaches a limit (the force of interest) with larger n and, thus, 
smaller compounding intervals. 
Compounding weekly (n = 52) yields $2.692597…, 
while compounding daily (n = 365) yields $2.714567…, just two cents more. 
 
The limit as n grows large is the number that came to be known as e; 
with continuous compounding, the account value will reach $2.7182818...  

More generally, an account that starts at $1 and offers an annual interest rate of R will, after t years, 
yield eRt dollars with continuous compounding. (Here R is the decimal equivalent of the rate of interest 
expressed as a percentage, so for 5% interest, R = 5/100 = 0.05.)  9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compound_interest%22%20%5Co%20%22Compound%20interest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Force_of_interest%22%20%5Co%20%22Force%20of%20interest


This article of revelation  on “e” was published on Instagram and 
Facebook on 21st July 2019 as a general post, by Reenah Sun, 

Social Media manager for the 108 Academy. 
On the same day, Aysha Sun filmed a 20 minute live interview of 

this 8 slide keynote presentation on Instagram’s video portal 
called igtv, with me going through the slides on my computer and 

just talking about the data presented. 
Here are 5 of the slides for the record. 

 
The first slide or cover photo showing the title and formula 
actually had a typo in the formula, so here it is corrected:
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5 slides screenshotted from Instagram’s igtv  
that allows videos up to 15 minutes duration. 

21st July 2019, Tweed Heads, North NSW.
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In my Instagram movie (igtv) I made a call to get assistance 
by computer-savvy technicians to improve the number of 

decimal places in e using my new formula.  
 The Text shown above by Zevan Rosser's response on my 
Facebook Business Page Jain 108 Mathemagics, improves 

“e” to 2 more decimal places, by plugging in n=20,000 giving 
the correct value of 2.718281828… which is 9 dp (decimal 

places). 
Then Anthony Canosa, in a message on mobile phone using 

Instagram, plugs in n=100,000 into my new formula and 
advances the 9 dp to 10 dp with the value of 2.7182818284…  

Observe, that it only advanced 1 dp, from going from 
n=20,000 to n=100,000 

It appears, that we have to plug in n=1 billion and 1 trillion. 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Testimonial by Kylie (e, gravity, earth grids and correctional codes) 
Jain is onto something very big here with his correctional code frequencies. Our planet is out of balance, 
humans are sick, our society has been greatly affected by corruption and distortion of our food, our medicine, 
our minds and our connection to source. As a Healer, Naturopath, Herbalist, Crystal Lover, Essence Maker, I 
have been working in the healing arts for over 25 years. I am a huge believer in vibrational medicine as the 
future of true medicine and healing. I have come to understand, since knowing Jain and learning from him, 
that Sacred Geometry is ‘Intelligent Light’, the ‘Codes for Creation’, and therefore instrumental in vibrational 
healing. Furthermore, I have channelled information about Jain’s correctional codes, The True Value of Pi - 
JainPi 3.144… and the new formula for “e” … that these discoveries he has made are essential for correcting 
frequencies on our planet. To bring our planet back to homoeostasis, and as we are a part of our earth, to heal 
humankind from the disease of our minds, bodies and spirit that we are experiencing today. Somehow, this 
healing can come about from correcting these frequencies on our planet. My flashes of insight have shown me 
that gravity is connected to these new codes, as we are anchored to the earth, we are given the qualities, as 
humans, to move beyond all limitations of technology that we experience today.   With these codes, we build 
the ‘New Earth Grid’, and we birth the ‘New Human’. Thank You Jain for your magnificent service to Human 
Kind, and Mother Earth. 


Written by Kylie Davidson  (Krystal Love,  My Soul Search, 22nd July 2019)

Wilpena Pound, Heart of Oz 
aka Grid Point 44
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Check: 
Do these 3 famous constants  

form a pythagorean right-angled triangle? 

𝚽2 = Phi Squared = 2.618033… 
e2 = e Squared =7.3890560… 

Sum of 𝚽2 and  e2 = 10.017089…  
J𝝅2 JainPi Squared = 9.888543… 

Thus the Hypotenuse 
approximates Pi  

= √ = Square Root of 10.017089  
= 3.164978…



 16 Insight, and diagrams by Scott Onstott

The ubiquitous “e” surfaces again, this time in the relationship of the Cube 
and the Sphere. The Ratio of the volume of the internal cube that is 

circumscribed by a surrounding or enclosing sphere that touches its 8 
corners, called the Circumsphere is 2.71828… or e, and is 99.9% correct.


